Editor's Notes
This issue contains the Laguna Beach Report compiled by 16 senior members of the data
base research community prescribing future directions in DBMS research. A response to the
controversial report (a summary of the VLDB88 panel and an editorial statement of ACM
TODS) is also included. Due to the importance of the report, I encourage readers to express
their opinions.
We have compiled five interesting technical articles for this issue of the SIGMOD
RECORD. The first two papers are concerned with the integration of artificial intelligence and
data base techniques. The third paper presents a methodology and a system for interfacing to
multiple heterogeneous database systems, and the subject of null values is revisited in the
fourth paper. The last paper describes an approach to introducing the subject of conceptual
modeling to students.
Finally, please note the new submission guidelines; complying with these rules will
expedite the publication of your paper.

/ FT Le_
Arie Segev
February 15, 1989
p.s. The chair's message will appear in the June issue.
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CALL FOR PAPERS
Symposium on the Design and Implementation
of Large Spatial Databases
July 17-18, 1989
Santa Barbara, California
The Symposium on the Design and Implementation of Large Spatial Databases will be
held at the Santa Barbara Sheraton, which is situated on the Pacific coast. The symposium is sponsored by NASA and by the NSF National Center for Geographic Information
and Analysis at the University of California, Santa Barbara; sponsorship by ACM and the
IEEE Computer Society has been requested. The symposium is intended as a forum for
leading researchers and practitioners in the area of spatial data management. A major
focus will be on issues that arise in handling very large spatial databases. We invite submissions of papers presenting original research on spatial data management. Topics
include (but are not limited to):
Spatial Data Models
Representationof Spatial Objects
Mappings between Data Representations
Spatial Expert Systems
Spatial Reasoning
Embedding of Spatial Structures into ExtensibleDatabase Systems
Query Optimizationand TransactionManagementfor Large SpatialDatabases
Spatial Languages
Spatial Index Structures
Representationof Sparse Data Sets
Data Compression
Hardware Architectures
Contributors are invited to send three copies of their manuscript to
Oliver Gfinther
Department of Computer Science
Universityof California
Santa Barbara, CA 93106
Phone: (805) 961-3236, Arpanet: oliver@rossini.ucsb.edu
Manuscripts should arrive until April 1, 1989. Notification of acceptance will be mailed
by May 1, 1989. Abstracts of accepted papers will be available at the symposium, and
official proceedings will be published later by Spfinger-Verlag.

Invited Speakers include S. K. Chang, University of Pittsburgh; Jfirg Nievergelt, University of North Carolina; and Hanan Samet, University of Maryland.

Organizing Committee: John Estes, NASA; Andrew Frank, University of Maine; Oliver
Gfinther, Terence Smith, and Yuan-F. Wang, University of California at Santa Barbara.
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SIGMETRICS/PERFORMANCE
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1989 ACM SIGMETRICS and PERFORMANCE '89
~ ~
International Conference on Measurement and Modeling of Computer Systems
Sponsored by ACM SIGMETRICS and IFIP W.G. 7..3
May 23-26, 1989
Berkeley, California,U S A

TUTORIALS - May 23
Domenico Ferrari, Workload Characterization for Tightly-Coupled and Loosely-Coupled Systems
Ram Chillarege, Experimental Methods in Reliability Measurement
Ashok K. Thareja, UNIX Performance Evaluation
Andrew L. Reibman, Modeling the Effect of Reliability on Performance: A Performability Tutorial
Dieter Wybranietz, Measurement Techniques for Distributed Systems During Operation
Raj Jain, Congestion Control in Computer Networks
Lawrence W. Dowdy, Performance Prediction Modeling: A Tutorial
Alan Jay Smith, CPU Cache Memories
Marjory J. Johnson, Network Protocol Performance
Yonathan Bard, Imxoduction to Queueing Network Models

SCHEDULED SESSIONS - May 24-26
I. I/O and Database Systems (J.Wolf; J.P.Kearns)
II. Keynote Speaker. K.M.Chandy, "Performance Modeling: Past, and Potential Future"
HI. Reliability (J.Hellerstein; R.R.Muntz, E.de Souza e Silva, A.Goyal)
IV. Systems (R.Bubenik, W.Zwaenepoel; T.E.Anderson, E.D.Lazowska, H.M.Levy; J.B.C arter, W.Zwaenepoel)
V. Memory Systems (C.B.Stunkel, W.K.Fuchs; K.Gallivan, D.Gannon, W.Jalby, A.Malony, H.Wijshoff; A.D.Samptes)
VI. Keynote Speaker. J.Hennessy, "Measurements of Parallel Programs and Their Impli~tions for Multiprocessors"
VII. Networks (A.Mukherjee, L.H.Landweber, J.C.Strikwerda; P.B.Danzig; B.Mukherjee )
VIII. Queueing Systems I (A.G.Greenberg, J.McKenna; M.Paterok, O.Fischer; D.B.Wagner, E.D l.azowska)
IX. Parallel Systems (D.Mitra, l.Mitrani; D.M.Nicol, J.C.Townsend; K.C.Sevcik)
X. Queueing Systems II (R.D.Nelson, T.K.Philips; K.E.E.Raatikainen; D.Mitra, A.Weiss)
ACCOMMODATIONS
The Conference will be held in the Berkeley Hilt~ at the Claremont Resort Hotel & Tennis Club, Ashby & Domingo
Avenues, Oakland, CA 94623, U.S.A., (415)843-3000. Room prices (single or double): $80/night (regular),
$95/night (deluxe). The social events will include a dinner cruise on San Francisco Bay.
CONFERENCE COMMITTEE
D.Ferrad (Chairman), H.Beilner, J.Bouhana, L.Cabrera, P.DeSmedt, B.Gaither, R.Hagmann, K.Kolence, T.Masuda,
J.Paris, A.Smith, L.Wright.
PROGRAM COMMrVrEE
A.Smith (Chairman), O.Babaoglu, A.Brandwajn, R.Bryant, I.Bucher, L.Cabrera, M.Calzarossa, P.Denning,
D.Eager, D.Ferrari, I.Haikala, M.Hofri, S.Lavenberg, I.Mitrani, S.Owicki, B.Plateau, M.Satyanarayanan, H.Takagi,
J.Zahorjan, S.Zhou.
INFORMATION AND REGISTRATION
Philippe DeSmedt
Hewlett-Packard Laboratories
1501 Page Mill Road
Palo Alto, CA 94304
U.S.A.
(415)857-3576
e-mail: desmedt%hplabsb@hplabs.hp.com

REGISTRATION FEES
(Member/Non-member)

Conference Plus Tutorials
Conference Only
Tutorials Only
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$385/4.45
$255/305
$155/165

After April 15
$460/520
$325/375
$215/225
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Call for Papers
FIFTH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
ON STATISTICAL AND SCIENTIFIC
DATABASE MANAGEMENT
Charlotte, North Carolina, USA
Hilton Hotel, University Place
Apnl 3-5, 199O

SPONSORS: Commission of the European Communities Statistics Office (EUROSTAT), Internationa/
Association for Statistical Computing (IASC), University of North Carolina-Charlotte, Ente Nazionale Energie
Alternative (ENEA)
PURPOSE OF THE CONFERENCE: The 5-th International Conference on Statistical and Scientific Data
Base Management (5 SSDBM) will continue the series of conferences started seven years ago in California
(1981, 1983), then in Europe (Luxembourg, 1986 and Rome, 1988).
The purpose of this conference is to bring together database researchers, users and system builders,
working in this specific area of activity, to discuss the particular issues of interest, to propose new
solutions to the problems of the area and to extend 1he themes of the previous conferences, both from the
theoretical and from the applicative point of view. We invite papers on new concepts, new ideas and new
research results having to do with databases and knowledge bases. Major topics of interest are, but nol
limited to: modelling and semantics, query languages and user interfaces, physical organization, security,
scientific databases, data analysis and performance evaluation, temporal and spatial data and various
applications.
General Chairmen
Zbigniew Michalewicz (Department of Computer Science, UNC-Charlotte, Charlotte, NC 28223, USA)
Organizing Committe
K-W. Chen (UNC-C) S. Chen (UNC-C) L. Groves (VUW.Wellington)
Z. Michalewicz (UNC-C & VUW-Wellington) Z. W. Ras (UNC-C) M. Zemankova (NSF & UT-Knoxville)
Program Committee
S. Chen (USA) R. Cubitt(Luxembourg) S. Ghosh (USA) H. Hinterberger (Switzerland) (co-chairman)
J. Klensin (USA) F. Malvestuto (Italy) M. McLeish (Canada) Z. Michalewicz (USA & New Zealand )
G. Ozsoyoglu (USA) M. Rafanelli (Italy) D. Rotem (USA) (co-chairman) Y. Sato (Japan)
A. Shoshani (USA) B. Sundgren (Sweden) P. Svenson (Sweden) A. Westlake (Great Britain)
K. Wittkowski (FRG)

Submission end Information
Send five copies of complete papers to one of the conference co-chairmen
-for the American continent: Dr. Doron Rotem, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, University of California, One
Cyclotron Road, Berkeley, CA 94720
-for all other countries: Dr. H. Hinterberger, ETH Zurich, Institut Informatik, RTHoZentrum, CH-8092
Zurich, Switzerland
Time Schedule
May 31, 1989................... Submission of papers
September 30, 1989............................. Notification of acceptance
November 15, 1989 .......... Final paper to be Included In Proceedings
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Association for Computing Machinery

RELEASED BY:

11 WEST 42ND STREET
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10036
(212) 869-7440

RELEASE DATE:
Joan Staunton
(212) 869-7440

ER.

IMMEDIATE

~2~89

DAVID MAIER TO CHAIR PROGRAM OO~4~ITEE FOR 1989 ArM SIGMDD

David Maier a professor in the Department of Cumputer Science and
Engineering at the Oregon Graduate Center, has been named co-chairman of
the Program Cc~ittee of the Association for Computing Maahinery's (A~)
1989 SIQ4DD International Conferenoe on the Management of Data.
conference is sponsored by

The

ACM's Special Interest Group cn M a n a g ~ t

of

Data (SI~DD).
SI~DD's international conference will bring together researchers,
practitioners and users to explore the expanding role of database
management systems.

The conference will be held May 31 to June 2 in

Portland, OR.
Dr. Maier, who received his PhD in electrical engineering and
computer science in 1978 from Princeton University, ban served as
associate professor at the Oregon Graduate Center since 1983; he was an
assistant professor with the Department of Ccmputer Science and
Engineering frum 1982-83.

He also served as acting chairman of the

department fluff January to June 1988. Prior to joining the faculty at the
Oregon Graduate Center, Dr. Maier served as an assistant professor,
Department of Computer Science, with the State University of New York at
Stony Brook.
-MDRE
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Maier/pg 2
The recipient of numerous awards, contracts and research grants, Dr.
Maier has served as a consultant to Brookhaven National Laboratories, Bell
Laboratories, Stanford University, Microelectronics and Cumputer
Technology Corlx~ration, Digital Equipment Corporation and Servio Logic
Corporation.
While consulting with Servio Logic, Dr. Maier played a significant
role in the development of GemStone, a database system that combines
objected oriented language capabilities with the storage management
functions of a traditional data management system.

Other S e ~ i o Logic

people who will be playing key roles in the 1989 SI(~OD Conference include
Jacob Stein, conference treasurer, John Bruno, conference registration
chairman, and Lougenia Anderson, conference publicity chairman.
Dr. Maier is a member of ACM's SI(~OD, SIGARr, SIGIR, and SIGACT, as
well as the Institute for Electrical and Elect.tonic Engir~-~_..rs, the Society
for Industrial and Applied Mathematics, the American Association for the
Advancement of Science, Phi Bet Kappa, and Sigma Xi.
ACM, an educational and scientific society of more than 75,000
computer specialists, is dedicated to advancing the science and art of
computer usage.

Through its publications, special interest groups,

chapters, and committee activities, ACM promotes and provides for the
dissemination of technical and non-technical cc~puting information to its
members and the public.
For ft~ther information about the 1989 SIGMOD Conference, contact
Joan Staunton, conference coordinator, ACM, ii West 42 Street, New York,
NY 10036; (212) 869-7440.
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CALL FOR PAPERS
r
DATA

ENGINEERING

COMMITTEE
Steering Committee:
C. V. Rawamoorthy

University of California, Berkeley
P. Bruce "Berra

Syracuse University
Gio Wiederhold

Stanford University
Benjamin W. Wah

University of Illinois
John Carlis

University of Minnesota
General Chairperson:
Joseph E. Urban

University of Miami
Program Chairperson:
Ming T. (Mike) Liu

Ohio State University
Program Co-Chairpersons:
(To be announced)
Tutorials C h a i r p e r s o n :
Ahmed K. Ehnagarmid
Purdue University
Awards:
Tse-yun Feng

Pennsylvania Stare University
Publicity:
(To be amaotmced)
TFeasuFer:
Wei-Tek Tsai

University of Minnesota
Local A r r a n g e m e n t s :
(To be announced)
Industrial Coordinator
(To be *--ounced)

Sixth International Conference on

Data Engineering
February 5-9, 1990
Los Angeles, California, USA
sponsored by the IEEE Computer Society
SCOPE

Data Engineering is concerned with the semantics and su'ucmring of data in information system design, development, and use: and with computer system and architectural considerations
that ate relevant to that concern. It encompasses both traditional and emergzng tssues and applications. The puzpose of this conference is to provide a forum for the shanag of practical
experiences and research advances from an engineering point of v~w am0~g those mte~sted
m automated data and knowledge management. Our expectauon Ls ~at ~ sharing will enable future reformation systems to be more emcient and effective, and futuR research to be
more relevant and timely.
We are particularly sofici~ng industrial, business, and govemment.par~cipati.on.. We Imo~: ,t
is vital that there be a dialogue between practitioners am researcners, we too~c torwaxa to
Rports of mformanon systems experience detailing expe"nments, evaduauon, problems. :rod
opportunities associated with design, implementation, ana operation. Such reports wiLl oe
gwen special consideration.

TOPICS OF INTEREST INCLUDE
• AI and Knowledge Based Systems
• Appl,icataons and AppLication Systems
• Benctunadcs and Performance Evaluation
• Database Design and Medeli,ng
• Data Engineering Technique and Tools
• Database Management and Structures

• Deductive and Extensive Databases
• Dis~buted Database Control
• Distributed Database Systems
• Integrity and Security Techniques
• Objea-Oriented Database Systems
• Query Languages and Processing

PAPER SUBMISSIONS
Each paper's length should be Limited to 8 proc~dings pages, which is about 5000 won:Ls,or
25 double spaced typed pages. Five copies of completed papers should be mailed before June
15, 1989 to:
Mine_ T. (M~e) IAu. Department of Computer and Information Science. Ohio State Uruverairy. 2036 Neff Avenue. Columbus, OH 43210-1277, USA; (614) 292-1537;
IAu@CIS.l~CC.Oh/o-State.Edu

TUTORIALS
The day preceding the conference will be devoted to introductory tutorials which may provide
the background for the conference proper. ~ day following the cont~rence wtll be devotea
to the advanced tutorials. Proposals for tutorials on data engineering toptcs auntwelcome. Send
proposals by June 15, 1989 to:
Ahmed IC Elmagarmid, Department of Computer Science, PurR. U~versity,
West Lafayette, IN 47907, USA; (317~9A-t998; AKE~c~.puraue.eau

CONFERENCE TIMETABLE AND INFORMATION
Papers Due:
June 15, 1989
Tutorial Proposals Due:
June 15, 1989
Acceptance Lener Sent:
September 15. 1989
Camera Ready Copy Due:
November 1, 1989
Tutorials:
February 5 and 9, 1990
Conference:
February 6-8, 1990
For fm'tber reformation contact the General Chairperson, Joseph E. Urban, CoLlege of Engineering. University of Miami, p.o. Box 248294, Coral Gables, FL 33124; (305) 284-2404

AWARDS, STUDENT PAPERS AND SUBSEQUENT
PUBLICATIONS:
Awa:ds will be given to the best paper and to the best student paper (denoted as such when
submitted solely by students). The latter will receive the K. S. Fu award honoring one of the
early supporters of the conference. Up to ~ree grants of $500.00 each w'LUbe available to help
defray travel costs of student authors. Outstanding papers will be considered for pubticatxot~
in the IEEE Computer Sooety publications: Computer. Expert. Software. and Transacuons
on Software Engineering, etc. For more in,formaUaon, contaa the general chairperson.
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Call For P a p e r s

DATABASES,

PARBASE-90
A Two-Track International
Conference on
PARALLEL
ARCHITECTURES,
and their

Applications

Miami Beach, Florida- March 77to March 9, 1990
Sponsored by Florida International University in cooperation with IEEE 1 and Euromicro
Parbase-90 will provide a forum for exchange of information between scientists and engineers in the fields of theory,
design and applications of d a t a b a s e s and of parallel c o m p u t e r a r c h i t e c t u r e s . We solicit both theoretical and
applied papers reporting important developments or experience. A keynote speech will be given by Prof. C.A.R.
Hoare. The general chairperson is D. Tal. The program committee, chaired by N. Rishe and S. Navathe, now consists
of N. Adam, P.P.S. Chen, K. Dittrich, I. Erenyi, E. Fernandez, O. Frieder, B. Furht, E. Gudes, R. Kangassalo, A.
Pelin, N. Prabhakaran, A. Sheth, P. Shoval, G. Silberman, D. Tabak, D. Tal, N. Wisemsn, and will include additional
members. Pre-conference tutorials and two panel sessions on parallel architectures and on databases will be offered.
An industrial exhibition will be held.
Topics
• parallel and distributed computation and architectures (category I)

• advanced novel technology and applications (5),
including massively parallel systems (SB)

• special purpose parallel systems (2)

• database machines (6)

• distributed systems (3), including fault tolerance
(category - 3B) and design (3C)

• development of large databases (7), including semantic modeling (TB) and database design (?C)

• technology and applications of supercomputers
(4) and fifth generation computers (4B)

• other topics relevant to the goals of the conference

(s)

P a p e r Submission: For regular papers the authors should submit 5 copies of the full text (2500-6000 words including a short abstract). The names and addresses of the authors should appear not on the paper itself but on a
separate sheet, together with the title of the paper, its category (1-8) and five keywords. The authors of short papers
should submit 2 copies of an abstract of up to 500 words. All accepted papers will be published in the proceedings.
Papers submitted as regular but not accepted as such will be automatically considered for the short paper sessions.
Selected regular papers will be published in the journal of Knou, ledge and Da~a Engineering and in the Euromicro
journal Microprogrammin9 and Microprocessing.
The contributions should be mailed to:
Regular papers from Eitrope:
Dr. Neil Wiseman
Computer Laboratory
University of Cambridge
Cambridge CB2 3QG
E-mail: newl@uk.ac.cam.cl
44(0223)334657

Tutorial proposals:
Dr. B. Furht
MODCOMP
1650 West McMab Rd.
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33340

(30,5)974-1380

All other papers, panel & exhibit proposals:
PARBASE-90
School of Computer Science
Florida International University
Miami, FL 33199
E-mail: parbase@servax.bitnet
(305)554-3429

Deadlines
• Proposals for tutorials and regular papers received
August 4, 1989
-

• Abstracts of short papers received - October 27,
1989

• Authors notified - November 24, 1989
• Full papers in camera-ready form received - January 1, 1990

1Approval for cooperationis pending
8
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CALL FOR PAPERS
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
EXTENDING D A T A BASE
TECHNOLOGY
March 26-30, 1990
Fondazione Cini, Venice,

Italy

PROMOTED BY
EDBT Foundation
SPONSORED BY
AFCET, AICA, BCS, GI
IN COOPERATION WITH

(requested) ACM

U N D E R THE PATRONAGE OF
Italian M i n i s t r y of Research and Technology
Italian National Research Council
Commission of European Communities

THE CONFERENCE
EDBT 90 will be a f o r u m for presentation of new results in research,
development, and applications of database technology. The conference
will favour the
sharing of information between researchers
and
practitioners and outline
the
future developments
of
database
systems and applications.
Tutorials will be offered in the first two days of the
Conference,
and keynote speakers will be invited. The Conference
and Tutorials
will be held at the Fondazione Cini on S. Giorgio Island in Venice.
TOPICS OF INTEREST
EDBT 90 conference will accept scientific and technical papers
all areas related to database technology. The following
list
topics should not be c o n s i d e r e d limitative.

m

on
of

Deductive Databases
Knowledge Bases
Multimedia Databases, Hypermedia Systems
O b j e c t - O r i e n t e d database
systems, Object Managers
Environment and Technology to support database design and programming
Database programming languages and persistent programming
New applications of databases
Active databases and real-time databases
Performance issues and implementation techniques
Extensible systems
Database machines
User Interfaces
INFORMATION FOR AUTHORS

Five copies of a manuscript limited to 25 d o u b l e - s p a c e d pages
words) should be s u b m i t t e d before June 30, 1989 to:
Franois Bancilhon,

(5000

EDBT 90, Altar, BP 105, 78153 Le Chesnay Cdex, France
Francois at b d b l u e s . a l t a i r . f r

Conference Proceedings will be edited and p u b l i s h e d by a major publisher

SIGMOD RECORD, Vol. 18, No. 1, March 1989
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June 30, 1989
September 30, 1989
N o v e m b e r 30, 1989
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1989

17:50:37

IMPORTANT DATES
submission deadline
- acceptance notification
c a m e r a - r e a d y copies due
CONFERENCE

ORGANIZATION

Conference chairperson
D. Tsichritzis,
Centre Universitaire
P R O G R A M COMMITTEE
P r o g r a m comm~ittee Chairperson:
MEMBERS:
S.Abiteboul
H.At-Kaci
C.Bauzer-Medeiros
H.Boral
K.R.Dittrich
G.Grahne
M.A.W.Houtsma
K.G.Jeffery
M.L.Kersten
R.Kowalski
U.Lipeck
D.Maier
A.Mendelzon
R.Morrison
J.Paredaens
R.Ramakrishman
C.Rolland
Y.Sagiv
J.Schmidt
J.Ullman
L.Vieille
R.Zicari

d'Informatique,

F. Bancilhon,

France
France
Brasil
USA
FRG
Finland
Netherlands
United Kingdom
Netherlands
United Kingdom
FRG
USA
Canada
United Kingdom
Belgium
USA
France
Israel
FRG
USA
FRG
Italy

Universit

de Geneve

GIP A L T A I R

M.Adiba
C.Batini
A.Berre
S.Ceri
C.Freytag
T.Hadzilacos
M.Jarke
P.Kanellakis
H.Korth
M.Lacroix
P.Lockeman
A.Meier
M.Missikoff
G.T.Nguyen
F.Rabitti
P.Richard
D.Sacca
H.Schek
O.Shmueli
P.Valduriez
M.Yoshikawa

France
Italy
Norway
Italy
FRG
Greece
FRG
USA
USA
Belgium
FRG
Switzerland
Italy
France
Italy
France
Italy
FRG
Israel
USA
Japan

ORGANIZING COMMITTEE
Chairperson: C. Thanos (IEI-CNR)
Technical exibitions coordinator:
F. Bonfatti (CIOC-CNR)
Tutorials coordinator: D. Sacca (Univ. della Calabria)
CEC coordinator: G. Metakides
U.S. Coordinator: M. Brodie (GTE Laboratories)
Far East Coordinator: M. Yoshikawa (Kyoto Sangyo University)
Local arrangements coordinator: F. Dalla Libera (Universit di Venezia)
Treasurer: E. Ricciardi (IEI-CNR)
MEMBERS:
M. Agosti (Italy)
C. Freytag (FRG)
K.G. Jeffery (United Kingdom)
C. Rolland (France)
VENICE

IN THE SPRING

!!!!!

Venice is a very b u s y and popular tourist centre. Thus, in order to
facilitate arrangement and to ensure the reservation of hotel
accomodation for all participants, you are kindly requested to return
this form to the conference secretariat as soon as possible if w i s h i n g
to receive further information.
For further organization information on EDBT 90 contact:
Conference Secretariat:
M a n u e l a Mennucci
IEI-CNR
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TUTORIAL WEEK @

LOS ANGELES @ JUNE 22-241 1989

REGISTER N O W for TWLA'89 IIII! Help us
serve you. Attendance is limited.

,Thursday - June 22
Tutorial 1

For more information:
Call (818) 785.-8000or write to Dave Oppenheim,
Abacus Programming Corp.; 14545 Victory Blvd.,
Suite 300; Van Nuys, CA, 91411.

See aete

Programming in C

Particulars:
The fullday tutorialsnan from 9 ~ to 5 m, include
lunch and two coffeebreaks. Each tutorialincludesa
notebook of materials. All tutorials are at the
RAMADA Hotel, 6333 BHstol Parkway, Culver City,
CA 90230. There is ample free parking. The hotel is
ten minutes north of the Los Angeles Airport, just off
the San Diego Freeway, near the Centinela off ramp.
Accomodations:
A block of rooms has been reserved at the RAMADA
Hotel for attendees at TWLA'89. Special rates are
$70.00/night for single, $80.00 for double and $90.00
for triple occupancy. Swimming pool and exercise
equipment access are included in the room rates.
Make rese~,ationsdirectlywith the hotel;please
indicateACIvl TutorialWeek for specialrates. Their
phone number is (213)670-3200. Hotel courtesyvan
isavailableto and from the airportat no extracost.
Organizers:
JoAnn Lockett~ Mike Rogson, Leon Rogson, Bill
Goodin, and Dave Oppenheim. ProfessionalDevelopment Committee Chain Will Edwards.
Sponsors:
TWLA'89 is co-sponsored by the Professional
Development Committee of the Education Board of
ACM, the Southern California Region of ACM, the
Los Angeles Chapter of ACM, and the San Fernando
Valley Chapter of ACM.

Friday- June 23
Tutorial 2

Saturday - June 24
Tutorial 3

aote

See aote

Object Oriented
Introduction to C-H- System Design and
for C Programmers
Implementation

Frank Xion& M S

Start Lippman, M S

John McGregor, PhD

Tutorial4

Tutorial5

Tutorial 6

Effective Use of
CAS]~

Hypertext
Applications

Viruses, Worms and
Intruders: What You
Can Do About Them

Randall Jensen, PhD

Walt Scacchi, PhD

CI~ Stoll, PhD

Note: You may select this series of 3 tutor/Ms which builds towards the use of C and C+÷ in Object
Oriented DesifpSoor you may select any of the tutortals individually.

V~dy registration(postmarked prior to June 12,1989):
I ACM members $1251day, $300 for all 3 days; student members S351day. I
INon-ACM members, $150/day, $,375 for all 3 day's
I
[
($37'5includes optional I year ACM, end either LA AC/vlor SFVACId,
memberships).
[ Registration at the door. ACM members: $155/day, others $180/day.

i

I

I Make check payable to: A C M TWLA'89
I Mall check and this form to: ACM TWLA; P.O.Box 90698; Woddway
iPostalCenter;Los Angeles,C A 90009-0698
I wish to register at the ACM member rate, my ACM member number
lis:
lamreglsterlngforthefollowlngtutorlals:

Endorsed is$

1

2

3

4

for the registeredtutorials.

Name:
Address:

City:
ACM (the Association for Computing Machinery, Inc.) is t
a non-profit organization dedicated to the advancement of
I,Phone: Work:
'h~ ~n~/~6~d arts ol information mcessins~.
--l F.,,,,
IGi~ O D R E C O R D , VoI. 18, No. 1, Marc~'Tg~7-J

5

State:

ZIP:

Home:
II
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Reviews of object-oriented papers
Thu, Nov 10, 1988

Haim Kiiov

O.M.Nierstrasz. A survey of object-oriented concep_!s. In: Active Object
Environments (Ed. by D.Tsichritzis). University of Geneva, 1988, pp. 1-17.
This is not a tutorial paper, although it is probably understandable to a person with
an adequate programming maturity. The author considers the term "object-oriented"
as referring "(at least to some degree)" to any approach that exploits encapsulation or
"packaging" in various interesting ways. Discussed are reusability (instantiation and,
mainly, inheritance, various aspects of which are dealt with in more detail), and the
use of abstract data types. Perhaps the most interesting part of the paper deals with
object-oriented systems - both for object-oriented applications and for object-oriented
programming environments. An object-oriented database is presented as a system
"for providing database-like support (i.e. for persistence, transactions, querying, etc.)
for objects"; some open problems in this area are mentioned as well. On the other
hand, the author notes the approach of "applying conceptual modelling techniques
from the database area to object design", i.e. for decomposing the application into
objects. The software engineering problem of browsing a very large software base of
existing objects is also discussed in this context. Finally, the author mentions the
problem of managing the software base evolution (global consistency support and
"survival of the fittest"). The paper has a 3-page list of relevant, often less wellknown, references.
D.C.Tsichritzis and O.M.Nierstrasz. Application development using objects. In:
Active Object Environments (Ed. by D.Tsichritzis). University of Geneva, 1988,
pp.18-31.
An application development support system (ADSS) should "guide the designer in
locating and configuring the pre-packaged components that will comprise the
application, and, in the case of extraordinary design requirements, aid in the
specification and development of the custom-made components". It should also
continue to support the designer during the evolution of the system. The authors
show that the traditional waterfall model of software development is inadequate,
stress that "the task of developing new applications with an ADSS should consist
primarily of configuration, and only marginally of programming", and argue that
improving the software environment is of no less importance than just meeting the
application deadlines. The paper overviews "environmental" aspects of an ADSS
(reusability. concurrency, distribution, and open systems) - the subject matter of
object-oriented techniques that are not just techniques for programming, but also,
fundamentally, techniques for packaging. The authors mention such important
topics as context-dependent encapsulations (different for "insiders" and "outsiders"),
the need for triggers as "higher-level mechanisms packaged as objects", and coping
with existing (heterogeneous) systems. Persistency is considered in the following
manner: "if there is no support for memory-mapped files or for persistent virtual
memory, then one must implement persistent objects using the file system or a
database management system". The paper deals also with dynamic visualization of
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objects and with object design problems (decomposition, selection (use of "intelligent
browsers"), configuration, and evolution).
The authors are not proposing something very radical: "we are simply trying to raise
hacking to a level of respectability"... (In particular, they note that application
development using ADSS does not have a clear beginning and an end.) This rather
general paper contains a wealth of interesting and useful ideas which are presented
in a very explicit manner; the paper is exceptionally well-written.
O.M.Nierstrasz and D.C.Tsichritzis. Integrated office ...systems. In: Active Object
Environments (Ed. by D.Tsichritzis). University of Geneva, 1988, pp.187-201.
This semi-tutorial paper lucidly presents the use of object-oriented systems and tools
in real sophisticated application development. Being "a paradigm for a new kind of
an application", office information systems provide a good example of a well-known
environment which is vaguely defined, ill-structured, and rapidly changing.
Traditional software development methods do not work well in such environments,
and object-oriented techniques centered around the idea of encapsulation (and
reusability of the (often existing) software base), important enough for traditional
applications, seem to be essential for applications like office information systems.
The authors show, from the "application point of view", how the object-oriented
approach is used for various aspects of office applications: modeling (structure and
behavior), application development (object design and tool use), maintenance, and
user interfaces (e.g., direct manipulation). Regularity of well-structured office forms
helped to provide forms-oriented interfaces to traditional DBMSs; however,
traditional database records are passive entities, and "it was up to the application software to decide how the database was to be used" because there was no way of
specifying what operations were valid for the database objects. On the other hand, the
authors notice that conceptual modeling techniques "have traditionally decomposed
knowledge into object-like entities". From the application point of view, run-time
support problems like object naming, persistence, distribution, etc., are "low-level"
ones. However, "there is a certain amount of black magic" in problem decomposition into objects and in browsing through a very large "encyclopaedic" software base.
Whereas object-oriented tools are not strictly necessary because the object-oriented
approach may work even in "our antiquated software environments", the authors
argue that without these tools the application developer will be severely limited (like
the "traditional" application programmer using structured programming techniques
in an assembly language environment).
D.C.Tsichritzis and O.M.Nierstrasz. Eitting round objects into square databases. In:
Active Object Environments (Ed. by D.Tsichritzis). University of Geneva, 1988,
pp.202-218.
The "fundamental difference" between object independence in object-oriented
systems (as an encapsulation barrier between objects) and data independence in
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DBMSs (as a barrier between the database and the applications) is represented by the
title's metaphor. These two paradigms lead to very different designs which are
described in some detail. Note that extension of traditional relational DBMSs to
include object-oriented facilities will lead to replacement of the simple set of
(semantics-independent) generic relational operations by sets of object-specific
operations. In particular, object contents, unlike tuple contents, is encapsulated and
therefore usually cannot provide a basis for an interface, be it (object) identification
or operations. Moreover, the number of dissimilar object classes is often close to the
number of object instances, a situation very uncommon for databases. Finally, both
object-oriented systems and databases emphasize reusability, and "whatever notions
the databases capture can be reused. Unfortunately, they do not capture very many." The second part of the paper shows, illustrates, and evaluates different approaches
for coexistence between DBMSs and object-oriented systems: from separate
coexistence to integration (being "round and square at the same time"), with some
interesting compromise possibilities "in between". All these approaches do not, of
course, relieve the application author from the necessity to make choices during
application design.
D.Maier and J.Stein. Indexing in an object-oriented DBMS. Technical Report CS/E86-006 (7 May 1986). Oregon Graduate Center, Beaverton, Oregon.
Performance is the subject matter of this paper. The DBMS is GemStone (based on
Smalltalk), and the authors deal with the "challenges that the Smalltalk model and
language present in providing associative access to objects". These challenges can
influence only the efficiency of producing the result, but in some cases it is a matter
of system acceptance or rejection. Two important features of GemStone objects are
noted: first, references from one object to another are uni-directional (i.e. two-way
links are not provided); and second, objects (unlike relational tuples) are not flat, and
therefore several levels of indirection might exist in indexing (e.g., "the m a n a g e r
variable in the D e p a r t m e n t object that fills a n Employee'S w o r k s In variable"). After
a brief description of GemStone architecture, the paper discusses merits and
shortcomings of various possible approaches to the use of indexes in an objectoriented database language. The authors consider different levels of procedurality for
a data sublanguage used to express associative searches and structural ("attributebased") vs. message-based access to object properties to be indexed (partial
encapsulation), as well as index structure and related problems. Most of these
discussions are not GemStone-specific; the actual solutions used in GemStone are
presented in the second half of the paper. The authors show, in particular, how an
index hierarchy is organized, and how, for different indexes, the index components
of the common prefix are shared. Index maintenance is dealt with in rather great
detail. Associative access is provided in GemStone through a limited calculus
sublanguage where selection conditions are just conjunctions of comparisons: The
authors note that "in an object-oriented model, there is no need for many of the
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joins used in relational systems, as these joins often serve to recompose entities that
were decomposed for data normalization. Entities are not decomposed in the first
place in an object-oriented model; most joins are replaced by path-tracing, which we
support.". Finally, a 300-fold improvement in performance is stated for using an
indexed access to select a single element from a 10000-element collection.
K.Dittrich. Qblect-oriented database systems: a workshop report. In: EntityRelationship Approach (Ed. by S.Spaccapietra). Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
(North-Holland), 1987, pp.51-66.
This is a very well-written report about the first workshop on object-oriented DBMSs
held in Asilomar, CA (September 1986). (The second Workshop has been held in
Germany in September 1988.) The author does not quote the workshop contributions
(they have been published elsewhere); rather, the "look and feel" of the workshop is
presented, i.e. the issues that seem to be most relevant in this area. First of all, the
author notes that there usually exists a serious semantic gap between the "miniworld" and its model represented in a database which is to be filled in by application
programs and/or by interpretation of the query results by the user himself. A good
DBMS will provide concepts trying to minimize this gap, and therefore will probably
not be record-oriented: "an object-oriented database system ... allows to represent one
miniworld entity (whatever its complexity and structure) by exactly one object (in
terms of the data model concepts) of the database". Structural and behavioral levels
of object-orientation are distinguished as well as the notions of object-oriented
implementation vs. object-oriented user/programming interface (possibly, on top of
an existing system). The author deals with other database system issues to be
considered and urges throughout to avoid sophisticated concepts "whose necessity
cannot be justified be examples from real-life applications". Among the issues
discussed are (various kinds of) inheritance, long transactions, exceptions (including
TAXIS-like inheritance and "persistent errors"), interface language aspects, and efficiency (physical implementation) aspects including a controversial issue of incorporating user knowledge about "typical database access patterns". Finally, the author
mentions two "great debates": whether to construct object-oriented DBMSs by
extending existing relational systems or from scratch, and whether to obtain an
object-oriented DBMS "by adjusting conventional database technology (by
introducing the notion of object) or by adjusting object-oriented programming
languages (by making objects persistent, etc.)". Overall, this paper (with its 15 figures)
reflects the author's excitement about this rapidly developing area.

Haim Kilov
CompuServe Data Technologies
1000 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge, MA 02138
(617)661-9440

csnet: kilov@nuhub.acs.northeastern.edu
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CODD's RESPONSE TO "WHY CODD's RULE #6 MUST BE REFORMULATED"

I am pleased to see that, in the December 1988 issue of ACM
SIGMOD RECORD, you published Buff's proof of the non-existence
of a general algorithm for determining at view definition time
whether or not a view is tuple-insertible, component-updatable,
and tuple-deletable.
Mr. Buff was kind enough to communicate
his work to me by letter in 1986 after Computerworld published
my article "Is your database management system really
relational?" (October 14, 1985 and October 21, 1985).
Soon after receiving Buff's letter I developed an algorithm VU-i
that handles many of the commonly-encountered types of views.
I also made a simple alteration to rule # 6 to cope with the
undecidability problem.
The new version is:
"To evaluate the updatability of views at view definition time,
the DBMS includes an implementation of algorithm VU-i or some
stronger algorithm.
Neither the DBMS nor its principal
relational language make any user-visible manipulative
distinctions between base relations and views, except that:
i) some views cannot accept row insertions, and/or row
deletions, and/or updates acting on certain columns,
because algorithm VU-i or some stronger algorithm fails
to support such action;
and 2) some views do not have primary keys and therefore will not
accept those manipulative operators that require primary
keys to exist in their operands."
For more information
book "The Relational
which A d d i s o n - W e s l e y
year.
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on algorithm VU-i, see chapter 17 of my new
Model for Database Management: Version 2",
expects to be on the market by June of this
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS IN DBMS RESEARCH

The Laguna Beach Participants*

Abstract
On February 4-5, 1988, the International Computer Science Institute sponsored a two day
workshop at which 16 senior members of the data base research community discussed future
research topics in the DBMS area. This paper summarizes the discussion which took place.
1. I N T R O D U C T I O N
A computer science research laboratory has been set up at the University of California,
Berkeley called the International Computer Science Institute (ICSI). ICSI has been sponsored and
has received its initial support through the German National Research Center for Computer Science (GeseUschaft fuer Mathematik und Datenverarbeitung - GMD). In addition to pursuing a
research program in fundamental computer science, ICSI has the mandate to promote the interchange of ideas and the collaboration between computer scientists in the US and in other parts of
the world. As such, ICSI sponsored a two day workshop in Laguna Beach, California, attended by
7 senior DBMS researchers from Germany and 9 from the USA. This workshop was organized
by Erich Neuhold of GMD and Michael Stonebraker of Berkeley.
The purpose of the workshop was to discuss what DBMS topics deserve research attention
in the future. During the first day, each participant presented four topics that he was not working
on that he thought were important and that he would like to investigate. In addition, each participant was asked to present two topics that others were working on, which he thought were unlikely
to yield significant research progress. All participants then cast five votes in support of research
topics proposed by others. They were also given two votes to indicate agreement with overrated
topics. In addition to the voting, time on the first day was devoted to "war stories", i.e. experiences of the participants in working on very hard real-world data base problems. The second day
of the workshop was devoted to 40 minute discussions on a collection of specified controversial
topics.
The discussion was far reaching and significant agreement was present on a number of
issues. For example, the participants were nearly unanimous on the importance of research on
user interfaces, active data bases and parallelism. All other topics received noticeably less support. The participants were unanimously negative on the prospective research contribution of
hardware data base machines, general recursive query processing, and interfaces between a
DBMS and Prolog. On other issues such as the importance of research into data base tool kits,
the participants held divergent positions.
This report summarizes the discussion which took place. All participants contributed to its
preparation and have approved its content.
The remainder of the report is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the applications
that the participants thought would drive future requirements of DBMSs. Then, Section 3 considers the hardware environment in which DBMSs will be required to run in the future and discusses
the viability of hardware data base machines. In Section 4, the relationship of a DBMS with
other system software including the operating system and language processors is treated. Section
* The Laguna Beach Participants were Philip A. Bemstein, Umeshwar Dayal, David J. DeWitt, Dieter Gawlick, Jim Gray,
Matthias JaNe, Bruce G. Lindsay, Peter C. Lockemann, David Maier, Erich J. Neuhold, Andreas Reuter, Lawrence A. Rowe, Hans J.
Schek, Joachim W. Schmidt, Michael Schrefl, and Michael Stonebraker.
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5 turns to mechanisms for DBMS extensions including so-called object-oriented data bases.
Active data base management systems are treated in Section 6 along with the attitude of the participants toward rule systems in general. Research in end user interfaces and application development tools is the subject of Section 7. Future research in techniques for implementing single-site
DBMSs is considered in Section 8, while Section 9 turns to distributed data base management
systems. Lastly, Section 10 consists of a collection of topics which did not fit well into one of the
previous sections.
2. F U T U R E A P P L I C A T I O N S
Several participants suggested investigating the needs of a specific application area as a
fruitful research endeavor. Others used new application areas as examples to motivate the discussion of specific research topics or in exploring specific issues. Lastly, many of the war stories
concerned new application areas. This section summarizes the themes that emerged.
2.1. C A S E
Several participants pointed to Computer Aided Software Engineering (CASE) as a
significant new application area for DBMS technology. Basically, all information associated
with a computer program (source code, documentation, program design, etc.) should go into a
data base. The participants thought that the needs of clients in this area were similar to many
other engineering applications (e.g. versions, complex objects, inheritance, etc). Some current
commercial systems are using data base management systems to manage CASE data while others
are building custom DBMSs with needed capabilities. There was substantial agreement that
CASE is an important application areas with meaty problems worthy of investigation. For example, a good way to build a generalized " m a k e " facility (i.e. one which would automatically
recompile appropriate software modules when changes occur) would be to support a powerful
trigger facility. As noted above, research on active data bases received nearly unanimous support
from the participants.

2.2. CIM
A smaller number of participants pointed to Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) as a
significant new application area. Here, data on all phases of plant operation would be stored in a
data base system (e.g. code for machine tools, test results, production schedules, etc.) Participants pointed to new data base capabilities that were needed to support applications in this area
such as alerters and triggers. Considerable support for working on the problems in this area also
emerged.

2.3. Images
Two of the participants pointed to image applications such as found in medical diagnosis,
natural resource management (e.g. satellite data) as an important research area. The discussion
pointed out the need for storing large (several megabyte) bit strings of images in a DBMS.
Beyond storing large objects, the participants felt there was a substantial pattern recognition
problem in this area that should be addressed by others. Nobody thought it was hard to put very
large but relatively unstructured objects efficiently into data bases.

2.4. Spatial Data Bases
Several participants used spatial examples as hard applications. These were typically geographical data bases containing encoded information currently found on maps. The problems
varied from providing urban services (e.g. how do I get from X to Y efficiently on public transportation) to conducting a military operation to environmental information systems integrating
all kinds of data from under, on, and over the earth surface. There was widespread support for the
importance of such applications, and the participants generally thought that this was a very good
application area for extendible DBMSs.
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2.5. IR
One participant thought it was important to investigate the needs of inforrnati~n retrieval
applications. Basically, he thought that text would be a component in many data base applications and that the key-word oriented searching prevalent in today's text and information retrieval
applications should be reconsidered. The objective would be to efficiently support the needs of
clients in this area with semantic and object oriented models so that IR systems would not have to
be written as " o n e - o f f " applications and the power of generalized DBMSs would come to bear in
this field. Some interest for this point of view emerged.
3. T H E F U T U R E H A R D W A R E

ENVIRONMENT

3.1. The Revolution
Several participants pointed out the there appears to be a "knee of technology" that is
occurring. Specifically, individual high end CPUs have increased in speed from about 1 MIP to
about 15 MIPS in the last two decades at a consistent rate of about a factor of two every five
years. For the next several years RISC technology will allow CPUs to get faster at about a factor
of two every 1-2 years. This factor of 2 1/2 - 5 acceleration in the growth rate of CPU technology
is likely to have a dramatic impact on the the way we think about DBMSs, operating systems and
user interfaces. The participants discussed the machine of 1991 as having 50 MIPS and a gigabyte of main memory, selling for $100,000 or less. Semi-serious comments were bandied about
such as " i f your data base doesn't fit in main memory, wait a few months and it will."
There was a wide-ranging discussion on whether the application needs of clients would
increase at least as fast as the price of resources (CPUs, memory, disks) will be driven down over
the next several years. The cost of an application with a constant need for resources will decrease
by something approaching a factor of two per year for the next several years as noted above.
Clearly, a cfient with a constant application will solve it with ever cheaper hardware, and performance will become uninteresting sooner or later. In order for data base management systems to
continue as a vital research area it is necessary for the needs of clients to increase at least as fast
as the hardware is getting cheaper.
There was substantial agreement that DBMS clients have large unmet needs that can take
full advantage of cheaper resources. Several participants reported that decision support applications were frequently not being done because they were currently too expensive. Clearly, cheaper
hardware will enable this class of appfications. Others pointed out that clients justify substantially increased resource consumption on the grounds of human productivity. For example, they
would use additional hardware to create real time responses to user interactions rather than in
batch. Several participants pointed out that real world data bases are currently growing at 30-50
percent per year and the growth rate shows no signs of decreasing. Hence, space consumption is
increasing at about the rate that disks are declining in price. Another participant noted the DBMS
functionality would increase by at least the rate of decrease of hardware costs, and therefore performance of the DBMS will continue to be an issue. Lastly, one participant pointed to the
scientific community who will consume any amount of available resources to refine the granularity at which they keep information.
The conclusion was that carefully managing resources applied to accessing data would be a
significan~ problem for the foreseeable future. The only impediment to this scenario would be the
inability of the DBMS community or their clients to write new software for enhanced function
and new applications fast enough.

3.2. Data Base Machines
There was overwhelming sentiment that research on hardware data base machines was
unlikely to produce significant results. The basic point several participants made was that general
purpose CPUs are falling in price so fast that one should do DBMS functions in software on a
general purpose machine rather than on custom designed hardware. Put differently, nobody was
optimistic that custom hardware could compete with general purpose CPUs any time in the near
future.
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4. T H E F U T U R E S O F T W A R E E N V I R O N M E N T

4.1. Operating Systems
Operating systerns are much maligned by data base researchers for providing the wrong
kinds of services, especially in the area of file management. The informed consensus of the participants was that this problem is not likely to go away any time soon. It was felt that operating
system designers would have their hands full for the next several years with networking software
and substantial kemel modifications caused by the large increase in CPU speed and amount of
memory that will be present in future machines. These new communication protocols will
include ISO and special purpose protocols such as NFS. In addition, fast restart, non-stop operation, failure management and restructuring the operating system to have a small kernel and a layered collection of services on top of it are likely to consume the attention of the operating system
designers for the forseeable future.
Any hope that OSs will get more responsive to the needs of the DBMS are probably
optimistic. The only area where there is hope is in transaction management. Several participants
pointed out the need for transactions which spanned subsystems (e.g. two different data managers
or the data manager and the network manager). Such needs can only be addressed by transaction
support built into the kemel or at least kept outside the DBMS. A minority position was that this
class of problems is naturally addressed as a heterogeneous distributed data base system problem.
This solution clearly is only acceptable if all need for transaction behavior can be kept inside the
DBMS environment.
Several people pointed out that OS support for data bases was an important research topic.
One participant discussed an application which required 10 mbyte per second access to his data.
Such performance is only attainable by striping data over a number of disks and reading them in
parallel. There was support for additional research on high performance file systems for DBMS
applications.
The discussion also focused on whether current operating system interfaces (e.g. MVS)
would be preserved. Everybody thought that we were stuck with current interfaces for a long
time, just as our clients are stuck with SQL.

4.2. Programming Language Interfaces
There was a discussion of the difficulty of interfacing current DBMSs to current programming languages. Some participants felt that it was important to clean up the current pretty awful
SQL interface for both embedded and dynamic queries. Others said that most users would be
coding in application development languages (4GLs) and that this level would be hidden, and
thereby it would be less important. The consensus was that there would be a lot of programs
written in normal programming languages that made calls on data base services, and that a better
interface would be a worthwhile area of investigation. Moreover, somebody has to write the 4GL
interpreters and compilers and this person should see a cleaner interface.
The possibility of a standard 4GL was briefly discussed. Nobody expressed any interest on
working on this essentially political problem. Any 4GL standard is expected to be many years
away.

4.3. Prolog
There is considerable current research activity in interfacing Prolog to a DBMS. Many participants pointed to this area as one unlikely to have a significant impact. They felt that too many
research groups were doing essentially the same thing. Moreover, most felt that the real problem
was to integrate some portions of logic and roles systems into a data manager. As such figuring
out efficient " g l u e " to interface an external rule manager to a DBMS is not very interesting.
5. E X T E N D I B L E D A T A M A N A G E R S
Topics in this area were revisited many times during the two day workshop. The participants pointed out that CASE, CIM and spatial applications need new kinds of objects. Moreover,
there is no agreement in these areas on a small set of primitive object types, and extendible
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DBMSs seem the only solution to these application needs. The discussion naturally divided into
extension architectures and object-oriented data bases, and we treat each area in tum.

5.1. Extension Architectures
There was substantial controversy in this area. Some favored building a complete DBMS
containing a parser, query optimizer, access methods, transaction management, etc. and then supporting user extensions within the context of a full-function DBMS. This approach is being
taken, for example, in POSTGRES, PROBE, STARBURST, and VODAK. Others favored a tool
kit approach where an erector set of modules would be provided to allow a sophisticated application designer to put together a custom system. This approach is being investigated, for example,
by DASDB, GENESIS, and EXODUS. The discussion was heated between these options and we
summarize some of the points below.
The advocates of the tool kit approach stressed that a sophisticated user could install his
own concurrency control or recovery modules from perhaps several that were available in the tool
kit. In this way, a tailored transaction manager could be built. They also pointed to application
areas like CASE where a "lean and mean" system could be built containing only required capabilities.
The advocates of extendible systems argued that transaction management code is among the
hardest to make fast and bug free. Hence, it should be done once by the DBMS super-wizard,
and it is unrealistic for even sophisticated users to expect to do better than the super-wizard can
do. Moreover, performance knobs on the transaction manager should be installed by the superwizard if they are needed. The second point argued by the advocates of extendible systems was
that most applications seemed to require a full-function system with a query language, optimizer
and general purpose run-time system. If a user needs a full-function system, then the tool kit
approach is not appropriate.
The participants were about equally divided between the merits of these two points of view.
Moreover, one participant pointed out that there is a spectrum of extensions, and that the tool kit
and extendible systems are merely at different places in a continuum of possibilities. For example, extendible systems disallow replacing the query language with a different one while allowing
the inclusion or replacement of data types. The tool kit approach, on the other hand, offers both
kinds of customization. Consequently, the tool kit offers a superset of the extension possibilities
of extendible systems.
Clearly, the architecture of extendible systems is a good research area. Moreover, several
participants discussed the importance of research in optimizing extendible data base systems.
Hence, research on query optimizers and run time systems which do not have hard coded
knowledge of the low-level access paths or join algorithms was widely believed to be important.
Several participants pointed at the advantage of a distinction between the design environment,
e.g. for configuring the extendible DBMS, for evaluating schemas and for turning performance
knobs, and the usage environment where the complexities of the extendible systems are compiled
and optimized away. Both environments, however, should be reflected in a single architecture and
system.

5.2. Object-Oriented Data Bases
The1:e was a long discussion on this topic. Some of the participants thought this whole area
was misguided, while others thought it was a highly significant research area. In fact, virtually all
participants held a strong opinion one way or the other on this research area. About half thought
it held no promise of significant results while the other half thought it was a area where major
results could be expected. This seeming contradiction can be explained by the fact that the proponents and detractors invariably discovered they were talking about different capabilities when
they used the words "object-oriented data base" (OODB).
Hence, it is clear that the term OODB does not have a common definition to the research
community. The participants lamented the fact that there does not seem to be a visible spokesperson who can coerce the researchers in this area into using a common set of terms and
defining a common goal that they are hoping to achieve. This situation was contrasted with the
early 1970s when Ted Codd defined the relational model nearly singlehandedly.
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The proponents of OODB research made two major points. First, they argued that an
OODB was an appropriate framework in which to construct an extendible DBMS. Researchers in
this area are constructing systems which allow a user to write his own types and operations using
the data language of the OODB itself. One goal of the OODB community is thereby similar to the
goal of the extendible data management advocates. However, in these databases extensions are
frequently accomplished through writing new data types and operations in the implementation
language of the OODB and not in its data language. Some of the OODB proponents, however,
pointed out that a OODB should be capable of invoking and linking to procedures written in a
variety of programming languages making it again more similar to extendible data managers. In
addition it can be argued that the object-oriented paradigm provides a framework where constraints on the defined operations can be enforced and managed. This will avoid all the problems
that arise when extendible systems allow uncontrolled operational specifications.
The second major point was that inheritance is considered central to an OODB. A discussion of inheritance centered around the question of why it has to be so complex. It was felt that a
good idea was needed to coalesce inheritance into something understandable to an average application programmer. Today different kinds of inheritance are frequently defined only via examples
and have to be expressed using the same specification mechanics of the data language. In multiperson systems this leads to all kinds of semantic confusion and handling errors.
The opponents of OODB research made two points. First, they said that many decision support applications are largely built around the paradigm of browsing data collections constructed
m ad-hoc ways. Hence, it is important to be able to easily do unstructured joins between
disparate objects on any conditions that might be of interest. Systems which do not allow valuebased joins between all types of objects are thereby uninteresting for decision support. Consequently, most (but not all) systems currently advertised as OODBs are uninteresting because they
do not allow ad-hoc joins.
The second point made by the detractors is that many researchers use the term OODB to
mean a storage manager which supports the notion of objects that can have fields which contain
identifiers of other objects and which performs the following tasks:
given an object-identifier, fetch the object instance
given an object instance, find any field in the object
This level of interface requires a programmer to obtain an object identifier and then "navigate"
to other objects by obtaining object identifiers that are fields in the object. This reminded several
participants of CODASYL systems, whose severe problems were discussed at great length in the
mid 1970s. This class of interfaces was consequently seen by some as a throw back to the 1970s
and a misguided effort.
These positions are not really in conflict with each other. Most of the proponents of
object-oriented data bases did not defend record-at-a-time navigation. Only a couple of participants felt there were application areas where this interface might be appropriate. All thought that
an OODB should have a query language with value-based joins or other means of set-at-a time
linking operations along with a substantial data manager to process such queries. The OODB
opponents generally thought inheritance was a good idea, and everybody was in favor of extensions.
Hence, the real problem is that "object-oriented" means too many different things. Until
the terminology stabilizes and some coherency of system goals emerges, we fear that others will
consume much discussion time, as we did, in realizing that we didn't have a common meaning of
the terms.
6. A C T I V E D A T A B A S E S AND R U L E S Y S T E M S
Many participants pointed out the need for so-called active data bases. Hence, triggers,
alerters, constraints, etc. should be supported by the DBMS as services. This capability was one
of the needs most frequently mentioned as a requirement of future applications of data bases.
There was extremely strong consensus that this was a fertile research area and that providing this
service would be a major win in future systems.
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Several participants noted that cur~nt commercial systems are installing procedures as data
base objects which can be executed under DBMS control. In many cases such procedures are
directly invoked by an application program. It is only marginally more complex to allow such
procedures to be invoked as a result of conditions in the data base. Hence, active procedures and
active data bases should probably be considered together as a single service. The participants
noted a clear need for researchers to take the lead in defining better syntax for procedures,
because current commercial systems seem to do a poor job of syntax and semantics in this area.
There was also unanimity that an active data base system should have a fairly simple rules
system that would have extremely high performance. Questions normally addressed by AI
researchers under the rubric of expert systems, (e.g. implementing a theorem prover to prove
safety of a rule or mutual consistency of a rule set) should be completely avoided. One participant pointed out that a DBMS could simply fire rules at will and remember DBMS states as rules
were activated. If the run time system ever returned to the same state again, then inconsistency or
unsafety was present. In such a case the DBMS need only abort the current transaction to back
out of the situation. Simple solutions such as this were universally preferred by the participants
to attempts at theorem provers.
There is substantial current research activity in efficiently solving general recursive queries
that might be posed by a user or result from activating a recursive rule. The participants felt that
there are a number of clients with parts explosion or other transitive closure queries. There are
also a number of clients with linear recursive queries such as shortest path problems in graphs.
However, none of the participants had seen an application that was best solved by coding a general rule set and then optimizing it. As such, it is not clear that there is a client for solutions to
general recursive queries.
An analogy was drawn to dependency theory which was explored at length a few years ago
primarily by the theoretical research community. Most participants felt that little of practical
significance had been contributed by this lengthy research beyond the original introduction of the
theory, and that general recursive query processing would meet the same fate.
One participant noted that knowledge acquisition was a central and difficult problem in rule
based applications. The sentiment of the workshop was that this task is extremely difficult. A
small number of participants felt that significant advances would result from research in this area.

7. END USER INTERFACES
The participants noted that there are virtually no researchers investigating better end user
interfaces to data bases or better database application development tools. In the last few years
there have been only a scattering of papers published in this area. Moreover, there was universal
consensus that this was an extremely important area, and it received more support from the participants than any other area. In addition, several participants noted that major advances have been
made in non-database related user interfaces in the last decade. They noted that spreadsheets,
WYSIWYG interfaces, Hypercard, etc. have caused a complete revolution in human interfaces.
The discussion turned to the obvious question "Why has major progress been made in a
vitally important area with no participation from the database research community and what can
be done to change the situation?" Several points emerged from the discussion. First, it was noted
that pubh'shing papers on user interfaces is inherently difficult. As one participant noted " T h e
best user interface requires no manual." Hence, how can one write papers that capture the
essence of such interfaces? A second point was that the academic community (especially program committees) is hostile to user interface papers because they typically have no equations or
"hard intellectual" content. A third point was that user interface contributions must be built to
assess their merits. One participant advocated " d e m o or die" to prove an idea. However, to
build real systems there is a mammoth amount of low level support code which must be constructed before the actual interface can be built. This "infrastructure" has only recently become
available in the form of toolkits such as X11.
The participants noted that because of the last point it is now easier to work on user interfaces and there may be more work in this area in the future. Almost one-third of them said they
were working on end-user interfaces of one sort or another. A constructive comment which
emerged from the discussion was that international meetings such as SIGMOD and VLDB should
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set up a video track, through which researchers could contribute an idea in video rather than
paper form. Such a stream with its own program committee would clearly be oriented to user
interface contributions and has been used successfully by recent OOPSLA conferences. Collectively, we would strongly encourage the organizers of such meetings to implement this suggestion.
8. S I N G L E S I T E D B M S T E C H N O L O G Y
The undertone of discussions on this topic was that technology is in the process of changing
the rules. Contributing factors are the imminent arrival of increasingly high performance cheap
processors sometimes in shared memory configurations, gigabytes of main memory, and large
arrays of 3 1/2" or 5 1/4" drives. This technology will require rethinking the query optimizer,
execution techniques and run time system for the new environment.
A second point made by several participants was the need for high availability and much
better failure management. Nobody thought that problems in this area would be easy because
significant results might entail considerable low level "nuts and bolts" engineering.
There was widespread consensus that concurrency control for the traditional database transaction model was well understood and that papers in this area tended to be "epsilon variants"
on previous work. Consequently, the participants were pessimistic that significant results would
be forthcoming in the future. On the other hand, there was great enthusiasm for work on new
transaction models. The standard notion of transactions as serializable and atomic has not
changed in 15 years. There have been occasional wrinkles such as nested transactions and sagas.
However, the sense of the meeting was that new application areas such as CASE and CIM would
benefit from a more comprehensive transaction model. Such a model might encompass
1) check-in check-out protocols with version control,
2) weaker semantics than serializability or
3) transactions which can be UNDONE after committing
There was no consensus on what the model would look like, just that it was needed. The participants were vocal in their support for research in this area.
Strong support was also voiced for research on parallelism. Basically, this amounts to running multiple query plans for a single query language command. This tactic is valuable in a single CPU system in order to keep multiple disks busy. In a shared memory system it is desirable
to utilize the multiple processors that are present, and obviously it is a central idea in tightly coupled distributed systems. The big benefit from research in this area is the ability to give a user the
illusion of real time response as well as the ability to hold locks for shorter periods of time. Next
to user interface research and active data bases, this topic received the most support.
There was some interest in research on tricks to achieve better performance. Work on
removing hot spots, caching the answers to queries, and precomputed joins of one sort or another
were mentioned as interesting areas. Each achieved some interest but was considered a limited
scope idea, (i.e. something that a few people should probably look into).
Lastly, there were participants who were very hostile to research on variations of extendible
hashing and B-tree access methods. The sentiment was that the recent papers are exploiting the
same collection of themes, and that only a 10-20 percent increase in performance is likely to
result froin such ideas. A couple of participants noted that several commercial vendors have
rewritten their data base systems in recent years and have not installed extendible hashing or
enhanced B-tree schemes. The apparent reason is that they do not see the cost-benefit of writing
code in this area. However, some participants noted that research on new access methods to support new classes of objects (e.g. spatial ones) is needed.
9. D I S T R I B U T E D D B M S
The participants felt that distributed data base management systems had been investigated
at length by the research community over the last ten years. Now there is intense commercial
activity in this area, and several vendors are hard at work on heterogeneous (or federated) distributed DBMSs. Moreover, the really hard problems in this area center around system administration of a large (say 50,000 terminal) distributed computing system. Managing this environment
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(e.g. installing new updates of modules, new users) is a major nightmare on current systems. It
was felt that researchers probably have little to contribute to the solution to this problem because
one must have experience with the needs in this area in order to make a contribution. Few
researchers are in a position to closely study large complex systems of this sort.
The one area of distributed data bases that evoked support was the problem of scale.
Clearly, data bases will be set up which involve hundreds or even thousands of nodes. CIM
environments will have large numbers of nodes as well as environments where workstation data
bases are present. There was support for rethinking algorithms for query processing, copies, transaction management, and crash recovery from the point of view of scalability to large numbers of
nodes. However, detractors thought this might be a waste of time because commercial companies
will make progress in this area faster than the research community.

10. M I S C E L L A N E O U S T O P I C S
10.1. Physical Data Base Design
There was a consensus that researchers should build automatic physical data base design
tools that would choose a physical schema and then monitor the performance of the schema making changes as necessary. This would include adding and dropping indexes, load balancing arm
activity across a substantial number of disk arms, etc. Hence, tuning knobs should be removed
from the domain of the data base administrator and manipulated by a system demon. There was
widespread support for this idea, and most people thought it was only a moderately hard problem.

10.2. Design Tools
Several participants noted that current data base design tools are merely graphical drawing
systems. Moreover, there are a large variety of such products commercially available at the
.present time. As such, they have little research appeal. A couple of participants expressed
interest in enhanced design tools that include methodological concepts for objects, operations and
constraints.

10.3. Real Time Data Bases
The needs of applications which must run in real time was discussed at some length. Monitoting applications typically input a continuous stream of data into a data base. Often they discard data once it is no longer timely. Many times there are deadlines to deal with (i.e the DBMS
must respond by the time the part goes by the robot ann on the assembly line). The notion of a
transaction in this environment is unclear, and the need for triggers is apparent, There was support for research in this area to look at this class of issues.

10.4. Data Models
There was no support for any more data models. The participants universally felt we had
enough already. There was also little support for an attempt to standardize on a common "next
generation" data model. This was felt to be an exercise in frustration as well as merely the
invention of yet another data model. It was, however, pointed out that OODBs and active databases in a way provide their own data model. In contrast to traditional models, these data models
will not be fixed but dynamically changeable through the definitional capabilities of the respective data languages.

10.5. Data Translation
The problem of data translation in a heterogeneous computing environment was raised by
one participant. This area was discussed and most people believed it to be a solved research
problem. The literature of the early 1970s contains appropriate architectures and real world data
translation systems have been deployed in the field for quite a number of years.
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10.6. Information Exchange Via Data Bases
A couple of participants raised the problem of information exchange and coUaborative
work. They argued that there are many application areas where the different end-user participants
must utifize various tools which should run on a common representation. In CAD, simulation,
and document applications, the absence of a common representation is seen as a severe drawback.
There was support for information interchange via a data base in these areas in preference to the
current techniques as this would provide automatically features like synchronization, concurrency, recovery, versioning, and security. This approach would also naturally lead to more
sophisticated data dictionary systems represented through the schemas of those DBMSs.
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ACM TODS Publication Policy
Recently a report has been published by the International Computer Science Institute,
Berkeley, California, which is an integration of the minutes of a meeting of sixteen invited
database system researchers, held February 1988, at Laguna Beach. In those minutes statements were made about the inappropriateness of a number of database research issues. The
Editorial Board of the ACM TODS, (Transaction on Database Systems), wishes to state that
the the opinions stated in that report are not a factor in the decision to accept or reject a
paper for ACM TODS. Scientific quality and importance will continue to be the criteria for
TODS.
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